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ABOUT US
Who Are We, and Why Should You Listen To Us?

Rich Jerrido

● rjerrido@redhat.com, @sideangleside on Twitter

● X years at Red Hat, from sales engineer to technical leader for systems management

● Live in Philly, work globally

● Former United States Marine

Thomas Cameron

● thomas@redhat.com, @thomasdcameron on Twitter

● 11 years at Red Hat, from sales engineer to digital transformation strategist

● Live in Austin, work globally

● Former police of=cer



ABOUT SATELLITE
Where Did It Come From? Where is it Going?

Initially designed re-using code from rhn.redhat.com (RHAS 2.1)

First released as a set of perl scripts and tarballs

● Required in depth experience, close work with the RHN engineering team, and the 

tears of baby Jesus

Initially closed source due to inclusion of proprietary database from The Vendor Who Shall 

Not Be Named

● But OSS DB tech caught up, and v. 5 was fully Open Source
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ABOUT SATELLITE
Where Did It Come From? Where is it Going?

Version 5 is very full featured, supporting physical and virtual machine provisioning

Not designed for cloud scale, though. Build/con=g one system then replicate it.

Upstream is the Spacewalk project



ABOUT SATELLITE
Where Did It Come From? Where is it Going?

Version 6 is a COMPLETE REWRITE. There is no code shared between the products.

Based on a number of upstream projects:

● katello - content management

● the foreman - lifecycle management

● candlepin - subscription management

● pulp - content repository management

● Postgresql - database backend

● mongoDB - noSQL



ABOUT SATELLITE
Where Did It Come From? Where is it Going?

Designed for cloud scale and ease of use in large, distributed environments

100% Open Source

IMHO, one of the (if not the) most ambitious project Red Hat has ever started.



INSTALLATION



  

Super simple kickstart

● For demo purposes, one large root filesystem.

● At least 16GB memory and at least 4GB swap.

● It takes 40-50GB for RHEL7 and associated channels (clustering, Optional, 
Supplementary, Extras, etc.). I made my Satellite server 160GB for growth.

– On my system, fully synced RHEL7 is about 100GB in /var/lib/pulp

– about 8GB for /var/lib/mongodb



  

Make sure name resolution works

● Forward and reverse need to work.



  



  



  

Register to Red Hat



  



  

Attach to the correct pool



  



  



  



  



  

Disable non-essential repos



  



  



  

Enable the essential repos

● Server

● Satellite

● Software collections



  



  

Install sos, chrony, and anything else you need

● I usually install bash completion, too 



  



  



  



  

Update the system and reboot



  



  



  

Open the firewall up



  



  

Install the satellite RPM and run the installer



  



  



  



  



MANIFEST



  

What is a manifest?

● A manifest is a zip archive with gpg-signed XML documents inside which allow you 
to allocate your subscriptions to the Satellite server. You can allocate all or a subset 
of your subscriptions on a per-organization basis.



  

Create a manifest at redhat.com



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Log into your Satellite server

● Since it’s using a self-signed cert, do the security dance



  



  



  



  



  



  

Upload the manifest to your Satellite server



  



  



  



  



  



  



PRODUCTS



  

What is a product?

● “In Satellite, we use the concept of a Product as an organizational unit to group 
multiple repositories together. Such repository collections are analogous to the 
concept of real life products. For example, if we view Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
Server as a Product in Satellite, the repositories for that product might consist of 
different versions (6.0, 6.1, 7.0), different architectures (i386, x86_64, s390x, arm), 
and different add-ons (Optional repositories, Supplementary repositories, Virt V2V 
tools). This unifies all related repositories within the definitive media library. Using 
Products ensures repositories that depend on each other are synchronized together. 
For Red Hat repositories, products are created automatically after enabling the 
repository.”

– https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-
us/red_hat_satellite/6.2/html/content_management_guide/importing_red_hat_c
ontent



  

Creating third party products

● In this case, EPEL



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Puppet module repo

● In this example, download MOTD and its dependencies



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Create the puppet repo on your Satellite server



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



REPOSITORIES



  

What is a repository?

● Repositories are groupings of packages which make up part of a product. For 
instance, the base OS (RHEL 6, RHEL 7) is actually made up of multiple repositories 
per architecture (x86, x86_64) – one for 6.0, one for 6.1, one for 7.0, one for 7.1, 
and so on. There are also repositories for Supplementary, Optional, Extras, 
clustering, OpenStack, etc. This is where you can choose which of the Red Hat 
repositories you want synchronized with your Satellite server. You may have 
standardized on RHEL 6.4 or later, so there's no need to synchronize 6.0, 6.1, etc. If 
you're not using OpenStack yet, don't bother syncing it.

































  

Also sync the kickstart trees

● This will sync exact copies of what’s on the installation media.







SYNC CONTENT



  

Synchronizing content

● Once you've chosen the content you want to sync to your Satellite server, you can 
do it manually.



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Hint: Sync the 7Server channels first

● 7Server is everything for the channel through today.

● 7.0 has all updates up to the 7.1 release

● 7.1 has everything from GA up to 7.2

● ...



  



  



  



  

Hint

● You can use ifconfig or du -hs to see how much content is being downloaded



  



  



  



  

The next sync will be much faster

● Since the 7Server channels contain everything, syncs of 7.0, 7.1, etc. will be much 
faster.



  



SCHEDULE SYNCS



  



  

Create a new sync plan

● Schedule it for whatever makes sense in your environment

● Here, I chose 2am



  



  



  

Add products to the plan



  



  



  



  



  



  



LOCATIONS



  

What are locations?

● “Locations divide organizations into logical groups based on geographical location. 
Each location is created and used by a single Red Hat customer account, although 
each account can manage multiple locations and organizations.”

– https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_satellite/6.2/html-
single/server_administration_guide/



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



LIFECYCLE ENVIRONMENTS



  

What are lifecycle environments?

● “Application life cycles are divided into life cycle environments, which represent each 
stage of the application life cycle. Life cycle environments are linked to form an 
environment path. You can promote content along the environment path to the next 
life cycle environment when required. For example, if development ends on a 
particular version of an application, you can promote this version to the testing 
environment and start development on the next version.”

– https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-
us/red_hat_satellite/6.2/html/server_administration_guide/sect-
red_hat_satellite-server_administration_guide-
configuring_organizations_locations_and_life_cycle_environments-
life_cycle_environments



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



CONTENT VIEWS



  

What are content views?

● “Red Hat Satellite 6 uses content views to create customized repositories from the 
core repositories in your Definitive Media Library (DML). It achieves this through 
defining which repositories to use and then applying certain filters to the content. 
These filters include both package filters, package group filters, and errata filters. 
We use content views as a method to define which software versions a particular 
environment uses. As mentioned in the previous chapter, a Production environment 
might use a content view containing older package versions, while a Development 
environment might use a content view containing newer package versions.

● Each content view creates a set of repositories across each environment, which the 
Satellite Server stores and manages. When we promote a content view from one 
environment to the next environment in the application life cycle, the respective 
repository on the Satellite Server updates and publishes the packages.”

– https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-
us/red_hat_satellite/6.2/html/content_management_guide/creating_content_vie
ws



  

Add repositories

● Note that we’re moving away from “Red Hat Common” and now you should use 
“Satellite Tools.”



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

GOTCHA

● Pay attention to the version number of the included CV! 

● It does not auto-increment when you promote content within the included CV.
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